MANAGEMENT
ANALYTICS & CONTROL

>50%

of real estate stakeholders worldwide
agree tech innovation helps improve
building performance, lower costs
and boost engagement.
Source:
Memoori, KPMG Global PropTech Survey 2018

Make better decisions, faster
using accurate, real-time data
• Increase building efficiency and save energy costs

• Maximise Return on real estate investment

• Optimise space utilisation

57%
of real estate stakeholders worldwide
believe automation, Big data and data analysis
will have the biggest impact on the industry.
Source: Memoori, KPMG Global PropTech Survey 2018

• Enhance wellbeing

Building and
User Analytics
Adopting a data-driven approach to the way you
manage space, costs and experience will enable you to
make better, faster decisions.

Make data-driven decisions
that reduce costs
whilst

Building level analytics covering efficiency and
wellbeing can help you save energy costs whilst still
providing a healthy and productive workplace.
Wellbeing analytics combined with real-time visuals
on environmental factors can help you identify and
address any potential issues quicker.
User level analytics covering occupancy, presence and
movement can help you optimise space utilisation
levels and spot trends as to the most engaging type of
space or location. Having a clear understanding of
trends over time can also help you cut operational
costs.
NCG can help you unlock comprehensive insights and
take control of your workspace costs and experience.

enhancing user experience

ü Save energy costs
ü Reduce operational costs
ü Optimise space utilisation
ü Enhance wellbeing
ü Address issues faster
ü Cut complaint overhead
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Network Analytics and
As Consumed SLA
Most people nowadays own at least three mobile
devices – smartphone, tablet, wireless headphones,
and smart watch – and bring at least two of them to
work. All offices provide computer and audio-visual
equipment, and wireless printing is a must-have.
Ensuring security within the building and individual
offices requires even more devices to be added.
The rising number of devices and increased traffic puts
significant pressure on the network and can lead to
connectivity issues.
To make things worse, today’s traditional connectivity
SLAs are not fit for multi-tiered environments as they
focus on the service provided, not as consumed.
Connectivity to the building may be active but Wi-Fi
might be down and you won’t get the support needed
to identify and resolve the issue in a timely manner.

Real-time insights
on
network traffic and load

ü Optimised, consistent Wi-Fi
experience
ü Combined SLAs across
multi-tenant environments

NCG can help you gain key network insights, actively monitor and mange connectivity and
Wi-Fi services and provide a combined service SLA, keeping everyone online.
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SMART, NETWORKED OFFICES.
MADE SIMPLE.
We are PropTech System Integrators on a
mission to simplify the delivery of smart,
networked offices.
We connect the dots between buildings,
businesses and people, using IoT devices, a
modular smart workplace platform with a
mobile-first user experience, connectivity
services and analytics.
Our solutions will work with your existing
systems, giving you more experiential
control and access to powerful insights.
This will help you optimise real estate
costs, implement a new workplace culture,
and boost wellbeing and productivity.

thenetworkcontrolgroup.com
contact@thenetworkcontrolgroup.com
+ (44) 20 7459 4045

BOOK A FREE
PROPTECH
ASSESSMENT

